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CHAPTER 3 

PRE-a1 TONE CHANGE 

 

 

This chapter discusses the pre-a1 tone change in Taiwan Southern Min. Several 

previous researchers have analyzed it in terms of linear phonology and autosegmental 

phonology. In this chapter, the parallelism and serialism of Optimality Theory will be 

discussed.  

Section 3.1 provides a brief sketch of regular tone sandhi in Taiwan Southern 

Min. Section 3.2 introduces the pre-a1 tone change and related researches. Section 3.3 

offers a classic OT and cophonological treatment for the pre-a1 tone change. In 

contrast with the classic OT section, section 3.4 presents an HS and cophonological 

account. The last section summarizes the issues raised in this chapter.  

 

3.1 Regular Tone Sandhi 

Taxonomically, Taiwan Southern Min, as in the following table, distinguishes 

between smooth tones and checked tones, in which seven tonal categories are found. 

Yin Ping (HH), Yang Ping (MH), Yang Qu (MM), Yin Qu (LL), Yin Shang (HM) are 

smooth tones; whereas Yang Ru (H) and Yin Ru (M) are checked tones or entering 

tones (Chen 1987, Hsiao 1991, 1995, 2000).  
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(1) Regular Tone Sandhi in Taiwan Southern Min 

Tonal Types Smooth Tones Checked Tones 

Tonal Categories Yin Ping Yang Ping Yang Qu Yin Qu Yin Shang Yang Ru Yin Ru 

Citation Tones HH MH MM LL HM H M 

Sandhi Tones MM MM LL HM HH M H 

 
 
Examples of the regular tone sandhi in Taiwan Southern Min are given below.  

 

(2) Regular Tone Sandhi Examples 

Tonal 
Categories 

Citation Forms Sandhi Forms 

a. Yin Ping 
hai hong 
HH HH 

‘sea breeze’ 
hong hue 
MM HM 

‘wind and fire’ 

b. Yang Ping 
tua thau 
LL MH 

‘big head’ 
thau ting 
MM HM 

‘top of head’ 

c. Yang Qu 
sinn mia 
HL MM 

‘life’ 
mia un 
LL LL 

‘destiny’ 

d. Yin Qu 
ai khun 
HM LL 

‘sleepy’ 
khun sann 
HM MM 

‘pajamas’ 

e. Yin Shang 
to tsau 
MH HM 

‘escape’ 
tsau loo 
HH MM 

‘run away’ 

f. Yang Ru 
peh tshat 
LL H 

‘lie’ 
tshat thau 
M MH 

‘thief’ 

g. Yin Ru 
m bat 
LL M 

‘not know’ 
bat li 
H MM 

‘literate’ 

 
 
All of these seven citation tones can undergo tone sandhi. As a consequence, HH 

and MH change to MM, MM to LL, LL to HM, and HM to HH. The alternation 

processes constitute a tone circle (or Min Circle) in (3), as proposed by Bodman 

(1955). In addition, the two checked tones H and M are interchangeable.  
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(3) Tone Circle  

HH                         H 
  
HM          MM        MH     

 
        LL                         M 

 
 
Generally speaking, Taiwan Southern Min regular tone sandhi manifests a 

right-prominent pattern. Specifically, given a series of concatenated syllables, the 

rightmost syllable retains its citation tone, whilst the rest of the syllable(s) undergoes 

tone sandhi. In other words, the underlying principle is that a citation tone undergoes 

regular tone sandhi if followed by another citation tone. Take for instance haiHH 

hongHH ‘sea breeze’ in (2a). hong, situated in the right end, keeps intact its high level 

tone HH. In hongMM hueHM ‘wind and fire’, nevertheless, hong becomes MM in 

the sandhi (non-final) position. The regular tone sandhi rule is formulated below.  

 

(4) T → T’ / ___ T (where T stands for citation tone; T’, sandhi tone) 

 

In addition to the regular tone sandhi, which is referred to as paradigmatic 

substitution, the pre-a1 tonal alternation in Taiwan Southern Min encompasses a 

syntagmatic process that pertains to tonal spreading in particular. In the following 

section, we will examine this tonal phenomenon. 

 

3.2 Pre-a1 Tone Change 

This section first depicts the pre-a1 tone change and reviews some previous 

studies. Harmonic Serialism (Chen 2000, McCarthy 2000, 2008a,b,c) as well as 

Cophonology model (Orgun 1996, 1998, 1999, Anttila 1997, 2000, Inkelas 1998, 
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Orgun & Inkelas 2002, and Inkelas & Zoll 2005, 2007, among others) is employed to 

deal with this issue. In the end of this chapter, we will compare parallel OT and HS 

and offer the account why HS prevails.  

As revealed in the following table, the pre-a1 syllable undergoes extra tone 

change in addition to regular tone sandhi. Therefore, the citation tones HH, MH, MM 

and H, after changing to corresponding sandhi forms, will be respectively neutralized 

as MM or MH5 before -a1. HM, LL and M, on the other hand, become HH. 

 

(5) Pre-a1 Tone Change in Taiwan Southern Min 

Tonal Categories Yin Ping Yang Ping Yang Qu Yang Ru Yin Shang Yin Qu Yin Ru 

Citation Tones HH MH MM H HM LL M 

Sandhi Tones MM MM LL M HH HM H 

Pre-a1 Syllable Tones MM/MH HH 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
5 The two tonal realizations of the pre-a1 syllable, MM and MH, are of dialectal difference. The 

analysis of pre-a1 tone change in this chapter will take both into consideration.  
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The following table demonstrates the pre-a1 tonal alternation.  

 

(6) Pre-a1 Tone Change Examples 

Tonal 

Categories 
Citation Tones Sandhi Tones Pre-a1 Syllable Tones 

a. Yin Ping 
phong kam 

HM HH 
‘tangerine’ 

kam tinn 

MM MM 

‘Tangerine is 

sweet’ 

kam -a1 

MM/MH HM 
‘orange’ 

b.Yang Ping 
thuan inn 

MM MH 
‘reunion’ 

inn suann 

MM HH 
‘proper name’ 

inn -a1 

MM/MH HM 
‘sticky rice’ 

c. Yang Qu 
tua tshiu 

LL MM 
‘huge tree’ 

tshiu ki 

LL MM 
‘branch’ 

tshiu -a1 

MM/MH HM 
‘tree’ 

d. Yang Ru 
peh tshat 

LL H 
‘lie’ 

tshat thau 

M MH 
‘thief’ 

tshat -a1 

MM/MH HM 
‘thief’ 

e. Yin Shang 
tua kau 

LL HM 
‘big dog’ 

kau bo 

HH HM 
‘female dog’ 

kau -a1 

HH HM 
‘dog’ 

f. Yin Qu 
khin tshin 

LL LL 
‘light scale’ 

tshin thau 

HM MH 
‘scale’s head’ 

tshin -a1 

HH HM 
‘scale’ 

g. Yin Ru 
lik tik 

M M 

‘green 

bamboo’ 

tik hioh 

H MM 
‘bamboo leaf’ 

tik -a1 

HH HM 
‘bamboo’ 

  
 

In (6c) tshiu’s citation tone is MM. It shows up in the sandhi position with a LL. 

When suffixed with -a1, as in the right-hand column, tshiu becomes MM or MH.  

 

3.2.1 Cheng (1973) 

Cheng (1973) looks into Southern Min pre-a1 tone change from the perspective 

of Linear Phonology. He points out that the pre-a1 tone change involves two-steps; 

namely, regular tone sandhi and then an extra tone change. Consider tshinHH -a1 

‘scale’ (7).  
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(7) Input: tshinLL -a1HM  Output: tshinHH -a1HM 

tshin    -a1     Regular tone sandhi  tshin    -a1   Rule (8)   tshin    -a1 

  L    L H    M                H    M H   M        H    H H    M  

 
 
The citation tone of tshin is LL. When suffixed with -a1, tshin derives a HM 

through regular tone sandhi. To prevent two successive falling tones, Cheng 

formulated the rule in (8). The motivation of this phonological rule is attributed to the 

difficulty in articulating two concatenative falling tones.  

 

(8) [+falling] → [-falling] / ___ [+falling] 

 

 Nevertheless, there are at least three criticisms of Cheng’s treatment. First, Yip 

(1980) and Shih (1997), in particular, consider that Cheng’s phonological rule 

requests only morphological sandhi environment instead of phonological counterpart. 

Second, the configuration of two falling-toned syllables is not more difficultly 

pronounced than is the [LL HM] sequence. Third, two adjacent falling tones 

frequently appear in Taiwan Southern Min lexicon. These facts indicate that (8) is lack 

of explanatory power.  

 

3.2.2 Yip (1980) 

 Different from Cheng (1973), Yip (1980) utilizes Autosegmental Phonology to 

explicate the pre-a1 tone change. Similar to Cheng’s analysis, Yip considers that 

pre-a1 syllable undergoes a two-step tone change, viz. regular tone sandhi first and 

then leftward tone spreading. After regular tone sandhi, -a1 triggers the tone loss of the 
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pre-a1 syllable, but keeps unchanged the register of the preceding syllable. Finally, the 

first toneme H of -a1 spreads to this syllable. Consider tshinHH -a1 ‘scale’ again.   

 

(9) Input: tshinLL -a1HM  Output: tshinHH -a1HM 

   tshin  -a1                      tshin  -a1             
              Regular tone sandhi                  Tone loss           
   [-U]  [+U]                     [+U]  [+U]              
                                            
  L   L H  M                    H  M H  M              

tshin   -a1                               tshin   -a1 

          Leftward tonal spreading 

   [+U]  [+U]                    [+U]  [+U] 
    == 
   H  M H  M                         H  M      

 
 
In (9), the underlying tshinLL undergoes regular tone sandhi and becomes HM. 

This HM is then subject to deletion. The upper register [+U] is retained. The first 

toneme of -a1HM spreads leftward to [+U]. As a consequence, tshinHH is derived.  

 

3.2.3 Ou (1996) 

 Also employing Autosegmental Phonology, Ou (1996) indicates a problem of 

Yip (1980). Namely, Yip is unable to derive a contour tone like kamMH -a1 ‘orange’. 

According to Ou, the pre-a1 syllable also undergoes tonal alternation in two steps. 

However, distinct from Yip’s leftward tone spreading, Ou restricts the spreading to 

one toneme. In addition, Ou does not take into account the register feature. Consider 

kamMH -a1 ‘orange’ below.  
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(10) Input: kamHH -a1HM  Output: kamMH -a1HM 

   kam   -a1                      kam  -a1                            
               Regular tone sandhi                 Tone loss       

  H  H  H M                     M M H M             
 

kam   -a1                       kam  -a1 
    =        Leftward tonal spreading 
  M M  H M                     M   H  M 

 
 
As illustrated in (10), the underlying kamHH undergoes regular tone sandhi, 

changing into MM first. The second toneme of MM is then delinked. The first toneme 

of -a1 spreads leftward, thereby deriving MH. 

 Ou’s analysis, though plausibly accounting for the surface form kamMH -a1, 

cannot derive the variant kamMM -a1, unless leftward tone spreading is rendered 

unneccesary. Nonetheless, even if leftward tone spreading is optional, tshiuMM -a1 

still cannot be derived in Ou’s model.  

 

3.3 A Classic OT Treatment 

 Classic OT eliminates the complicated machinery of derivation and rule-ordering, 

and implements parallelism. So as to analyze the Taiwan Southern Min pre-a1 tone 

change, classic OT necessitates the following constraints from (12) through (17). Both 

(12) and (13) are the tonal constraints that originate from Lin (2000) and Hsiao (2000). 

The formation of respective SHARE (r) and SHARE (t) are developed from McCarthy’s 

(2008c) SHARE (F). SHARE (F) is violated by any pair of adjacent segments that are 

not associated with the same [F] autosegment. SHARE (r) in (14) requires that every 

pair of contiguous moras (or tone bearing units) be linked to the same register. 

Analogously, SHARE (t) in (15) dictates that any pair of adjacent TBUs be associated 
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with the same toneme. The markedness constraints NOLONG (r) and NOLONG (t) are 

developed from Yip’s (2002) NOLONG T, which penalizes an output tone associated 

with more than one TBU. In other words, NOLONG T does not prefer tone spreading. 

NOLONG (r) in (16) hence does not countenance a multi-linked register, and NOLONG 

(t) disallows a multi-linked toneme. Note that NOLONG (r) and NOLONG (t) are 

ranked below SHARE (r) and SHARE (t), respectively. However, register-related 

constraints (i.e. SHARE (r) and NOLONG (r)) and toneme-related constraints (i.e. 

SHARE (t) and NOLONG (t)) are unranked with respect to one another, because in 

Bao’s geometrical representation, register and contour are independent from each 

other. (18) summarizes the constraint ranking.  

 

(12) *T 

Citation tones are prevented in the output (Hsiao 2000, Lin 2000).  

(13) IDENT-T-R 

An output tone at the right edge is identical with that in the input (Hsiao 2000). 

(14) SHARE (r) 

Assign one violation mark for every pair of adjacent TBUs (μ) that are not linked 

to the same register (McCarthy 2008c).  

(15) SHARE (t) 

Assign one violation mark for every pair of adjacent TBUs (μ) that are not linked 

to the same toneme (McCarthy 2008c). 

(16) NOLONG (r) 

    A register may be associated with at most one TBU (Yip 2002). 

(17) NOLONG (t) 

    A toneme may be linked to at most one TBU (Yip 2002). 
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(18) Tonal constraint hierarchy in classic OT 

    IDENT-T-R >> *T >> SHARE (r) >> NOLONG (r) >> NOLONG (t) >> SHARE (t) 

 

 The pre-a1 tone change has two tonal variants in two Taiwan Southern Min 

dialects, viz. [MM HM] is spoken in Central Taiwan, while [MH HM] is articulated in 

Southern Taiwan. Re-ranking is permitted by the cophonology model, as illustrated in 

(19) below.  

 

(19) Grammar Lattice of Pre-a1 Tone Change (preliminary) 

Master Ranking 

IDENT-T-R >> *T >> SHARE (r) >> NOLONG (r), 

SHARE (t), NOLONG (t) 

 
 
 
 
 

Cophonology A: Cophonology B: 

No Toneme Spreading Toneme Spreading 

IDENT-T-R >> *T >>  IDENT-T-R >> *T >>  

SHARE (r) >> NOLONG (r), SHARE (r) >> NOLONG (r), 

NOLONG (t) >> SHARE (t) SHARE (t) >> NOLONG (t) 

  
 

In (19), the master ranking on the superordinate node incorporates the partial 

ranking of the pre-a1 tone change grammar to which individual cophonologies on the 

terminal node must conform. The unspecified constraints, SHARE (t) and NOLONG (t), 

are placed in the braces. In cophonology A, NOLONG (t) outranks SHARE (t) at the 
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bottom. In cophonology B, on the other hand, the ranking of NOLONG (t) is lowered 

below SHARE (t).  

Consider tshiuMM/MH -a1HM ‘tree’.  
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(20) Variant A6 

Input: tshiuMM -a1HM  Output: tshiuMM -a1HM 

tshiuMM -a1HM IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) NOLONG (t) SHARE (t) 

  a. MM  HH 
    Tshiu       -a1 
 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   M   M     H   H 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l        h     h 

*! * ***   *** 

b. MM  HM 
    Tshiu       -a1 
 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   M   M     H   M 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l        h     l 

 **! ***   *** 

c. LL  HM 
    Tshiu       -a1 
 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   L    L     H   M 

 
C   Lr C   Lr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l        h     l 

 * **!*   *** 

☺ d. MM  HM 
    Tshiu       -a1 
 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   M   M     H   M 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l        h     l 

 * * **  *** 

e. MH  HM 
    Tshiu       -a1 
 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   M   H     H   M 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       h       h      l 

 * * ** *! ** 

  
                                                 
6 As a notational shorthand, the italicized register feature or terminal tone feature within a tableau 

indicates the spreading from the neighboring node.  
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In (20), where no toneme spreading is predicted in accordance with cophonology 

A, candidate (20a) incurs a fatal violation of IDENT-T-R, and is thus ruled out. 

Candidate (20b) introduces an extra violation of *T and is also rejected. Candidate 

(20c), with three pairs of the contiguous TBUs that do not share the identical register, 

is also ostracized by SHARE (r) on the second count. Candidates (20d) and (20e) incur 

the same number of violations of NOLONG (r), since the high register [Hr] spreads to 

two TBUs. This tie is resolved by the evaluation of the remaining constraints. 

Candidate (20e) intolerably violates the higher ranked NOLONG (t). (20d) is thus 

chosen as the most harmonic output.  
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(21) Variant B 

Input: tshiuMM -a1HM  Output: tshiuMH -a1HM 

tshiuMM -a1HM IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) SHARE (t) NOLONG (t)

 a. MM  HH 
    Tshiu       -a1 
 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   M   M     H   H 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l        h     h 

*! * ***  ***  

  b. MM  HM 
    Tshiu       -a1 
 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   M   M     H   M 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l        h     l 

 **! ***  ***  

  c. LL  HM 
    Tshiu       -a1 
 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   L    L     H   M 

 
C   Lr C   Lr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l        h     l 

 * **!*  ***  

  d. MM  HM 
    Tshiu       -a1 
 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   M   M     H   M 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l        h     l 

 * * ** ***!  

☺ e. MH  HM 
    Tshiu       -a1 
 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   M   H     H   M 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       h       h      l 

 * * ** ** * 
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The other tonal variant kamMH -a1HM surfaces in (21). In cophonology B 

NOLONG (t) is below SHARE (t). Therefore, candidate (21d) is harmonically bounded 

by candidate (21e) by an extra violation of SHARE (t). Candidate (21e) is a winning 

output, at the expense of NOLONG (t).  

 Suffice to say, in virtue of the constraint violation and interaction and the 

adjusted ranking permutation, classic OT is capable of realizing the two tonal variants 

of the pre-a1 syllable in (20) and (21), respectively. Classic OT, furthermore, does not 

reflect the serial tone change of the pre-a1 syllable, since the effects of several 

phonological processes are presented and evaluated by potentially active constraints 

simultaneously. Meanwhile, a derivational path leading to the formation of an output 

candidate is opaque. Take for instance the winning candidates (20d) and (21e). The 

output form kamMM -a1HM could be derived with two phonological steps: regular 

tone sandhi (20c) and then register spreading (20d). The other alternant kamMH 

-a1HM surfaces via a three-step process: regular tone sandhi (21c), register spreading 

(21d) and toneme spreading (21e). These serial phonological processes are not 

observed in an output in terms of parallelism, but are necessitated on the way to 

generating an ultimate output in terms of serialism.  

Alternatively, we turn to Harmonic Serialism, a derivational version of classic 

OT, to capture the serial tone changes of the pre-a1 syllable. HS assumes a non-trivial 

role for derivation and suggests the need to extend parallel OT to accommodate 

constraints on serial derivation.  

 

3.4 An HS Account 

Within the HS architecture, GEN is limited to making one change at a time; 

consequently, the candidates it generates are different only minimally from one 
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another and the most recent input. Moreover, the locally optimal output of each 

phonological step serves as the latest input to the subsequent step. Harmonic 

improvement is demonstrated gradually over the course of derivation. The iteration 

proceeds until no change is possible and convergence is obtained.  

 Both of the two tonal variants of the pre-a1 syllable are derived within three steps 

in terms of HS. Firstly, the pre-a1 syllable undergoes regular tone sandhi. The locally 

optimal output of the paradigmatic substitution is fed back into GEN as the most 

recent input for another step or pass through GEN and EVAL. In the second step where 

register spreading is operative, the register feature [Hr] spreads to the pre-a1 syllable. 

Note that the harmonic improvement in the derivations of each tonal variant is 

determined by a particular constraint hierarchy which is invariant across all iterations 

of the GEN → EVAL → GEN ... loop. This constraint hierarchy, nevertheless, is subject 

to alteration based on the specification of the ranking between SHARE (t) and 

NOLONG (t). When NOLONG (t) dominates SHARE (t), no toneme spreading is 

predicted. Contrastively, toneme spreading takes place when the constraint ranking is 

in reverse. For descriptive convenience, throughout the rest of this thesis, the second 

step is recognized as register spreading, and the third step as terminal toneme 

spreading, though a reverse order would result in the same output7.    

  Firstly consider the instantiation of kamMM/MH -a1HM ‘orange’, in which kam 

is high-registered underlyingly and can be phonetically realized as MM or MH 

alternatively.  

 

 

 

                                                 
7 The purpose here is to posit register spreading and contour spreading as separate steps, but not to 

assume rule-ordering.  
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(22) Variant A 

 Derivation of kamHH -a1HM  →  kamMM -a1HM 

First step: paradigmatic tone sandhi (regular tone sandhi) 

kamHH [Hr, h-h] -a1HM [Hr, h-l] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) NOLONG (t) SHARE (t) 

  a. HH  HH 
kam       -a1 

 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   H    H     H  H 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
h      h        h     h 

*! * ***   *** 

  b. HH  HM 
kam       -a1 

 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   H    H     H  M 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
h      h        h     l 

 **! ***   *** 

☺ c. MM  HM 
kam       -a1 

 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   M   M     H   M 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l        h     l 

 * ***   *** 

  
 

In tableaux (22) through (24), harmonic improvement over the course of 

derivation of kamMM -a1HM involves three steps. The first step is regular tone sandhi. 

The paradigmatic substitution serves as the latest input to the second step, where 

register spreading is obtained. In the final step, toneme spreading is blocked. Variant 

A is derived in relevance to cophonology A in which NOLONG (t) dominates SHARE (t).  

 In (22), where paradigmatic tone sandhi takes effect, candidate (22a) is ruled out 

by IDENT-T-R. Candidate (22b) is ostracized by *T because the surface form has two 

citation tones. Candidate (22c) is the most harmonic output of the candidate set.  
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Regular tone sandhi in Taiwan Southern Min indicates that a citation tone is 

replaced with a sandhi tone, regardless of what tone precedes or follows. In HS, 

output candidates are limited to one single difference from the input. If the first step 

of the pre-a1 tone change is paradigmatic substitution, then the mapping from input 

(citation tone) to output (sandhi tone) exemplifies one single change. Otherwise, (22c) 

is not considered a possible candidate in terms of HS, much less a winner candidate, 

since the output kam [Hr, l-l] differs from input kam [Hr, h-h] in two terminal tonal 

features, that is, two changes to the input.  

 

(23) Second step8: syntagmatic register spreading 

kamMM [Hr] -a1HM [Hr] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) NOLONG (t) SHARE (t) 

a. kam     -a1 
      
     Hr      Hr 

 * *!   *** 

☺ b. kam     -a1 
      = 
      Hr     Hr 

 *  *  *** 

  
 

Different from the paradigmatic tone sandhi, the second step activates such 

syntagmatic process as register spreading. The locally optimal candidate (22c) is 

submitted as the latest input for the register spreading. Note that both candidates (23a) 

and (23b) are tied on *T; as a consequence, the violation is cancelled. The two 

candidates move on to the next constraint for evaluation. Candidate (23a) is 

harmonically bounded by candidate (23b) because of the fatal violation of SHARE (r). 

In candidate (23b), the register feature of -a1 spreads to the preceding syllable, 

thereby satsifying SHARE (r), but at the cost of NOLONG (r). Both candidates (23a) 

and (23b) violate SHARE (t) three times, although the terminal tone feature is not 

                                                 
8 To simplify tableau representation, in the second step where register spreading is initiated, candidate 

set is illustrated with only the register feature on the terminal node.  
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shown in this tableau. Notice that the tableau (23) does not differentiate candidate 

(23b) from candidate (23a) phonetically. This spreading phenomenon will be 

discussed later. kam [Hr, l-l] -a1 [Hr, h-l], as the winning candidate, is then sent back 

to GEN for the final step, where the terminal toneme spreading is applied.  

 

(24) Third step9: syntagmatic toneme spreading 

kamMM [Hr, l-l] -a1HM [Hr, h-l] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) NOLONG (t) SHARE (t) 

☺ a. MM  HM 
kam     -a1 

  
   l     l  h    l 

 *  *  *** 

b. MH  HM 
kam     -a1 

      = 
   l     l  h    l 

 *  * *! ** 

 
  

In the final step, candidate (24b) is harmonically bounded by candidate (24a), 

since the former is in violation of the higher-ranked NOLONG (t). Though candidate 

(24a) violates SHARE (t) one extra time, the violation does not affect the selection of 

the optimal candidate. As a result, the winning candidate is (24a). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
9 In the third step where toneme spreading is governed, candidates are geometrically represented with 

binary association. Tone features are displayed instead on the terminal node.  
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Consider another tonal variant, kamMH -a1HM.  

 

(25) Variant B 

Derivation of kamHH -a1HM  →  kamMH -a1HM 

First step: paradigmatic tone sandhi (regular tone sandhi)  

kamHH [Hr, h-h] -a1HM [Hr, h-l] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) SHARE (t) NOLONG (t) 

  a. HH  HH 
kam       -a1 

 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   H    H     H  H 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
h      h        h     h 

*! * ***  ***  

  b. HH  HM 
kam       -a1 

 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   H    H     H  M 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
h      h        h     l 

 **! ***  ***  

☺ c. MM  HM 
kam       -a1 

 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   M   M     H  M 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l        h     l 

 * ***  ***  

 
 

Variant B is produced by cophonology B, in which the ranking of SHARE (t) is 

raised above NOLONG (t). Consequently, toneme spreading is obtained. Three steps 

are also incorporated in the derivation of kamMH -a1HM. First of all, paradigmatic 

tone sandhi takes place. In the subsequent step, syntagmatic register spreading 

predominates. The last step predicts terminal toneme spreading.  

 In the first step, candidate (25c) is locally optimal. kamMM -a1HM is then fed 
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back to GEN and serves as the most recent input to the second step.  

 

(26) Second step: syntagmatic register spreading 

kamMM [Hr] -a1HM [Hr] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) SHARE (t) NOLONG (t)

a. kam     -a1 
      
     Hr      Hr 

 * *!  ***  

☺ b. kam     -a1 
      = 
      Hr     Hr 

 *  * ***  

  
 

In the second step, candidate (26b) is the most harmonic output, and is submitted 

to GEN and EVAL for the third pass.  

 

(27) Third step: syntagmtatic toneme spreading 

kamMH [Hr, l-l] -a1HM [Hr, h-l] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) SHARE (t) NOLONG (t)

 a. MM  HM 
 kam     -a1 

  
   l     l  h    l 

 *  * ***!  

☺ b. MH  HM 
kam     -a1 

      = 
   l     l  h    l 

 *  * ** * 

  
 

In the final step, candidate (27a) is rejected by an extra violation of SHARE (t). 

Candidate (27b) is the winning output, as SHARE (t) compels the tone feature [h] of 

-a1 to spread to the preceding tone bearing unit. kamMH -a1HM is thus derived. No 

further change is possible.  

Consider now tshiuMM/MH -a1HM ‘tree’, in which tshiu is a mid even (i.e. level) 

tone in underlying representation.  
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(28) Variant A 

Derivation of tshiuMM -a1HM  →  tshiuMM -a1HM 

First step: paradigmatic tone sandhi (regular tone sandhi) 

tshiuMM [Lr, h-h] -a1HM [Hr, h-l] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) NOLONG (t) SHARE (t) 

  a. MM  HH 
tshiu       -a1 

 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   M   M     H   H 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l        h     h 

*! * ***   *** 

  b. MM  HM 
tshiu       -a1 

 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   M   M     H   M 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l        h     l 

 **! ***   *** 

☺ c. LL  HM 
tshiu       -a1 

 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   L    L     H   M 

 
C   Lr C   Lr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l        h     l 

 * ***   *** 

 
 

Tshiu, which carries a mid level tone, is [Lr, h-h] underlyingly, but surfaces as 

[Hr, l-l] phonetically, as demonstrated in the output candidates. In the derivation of 

tshiuMM -a1HM, three steps are involved. The ranking of NOLONG (t) is raised over 

SHARE (t) to preclude any toneme from spreading to an adjacent TBU.  

 In the first step, candidate (28c) is the locally optimal output. tshiuLL -a1HM is 

then fed back to GEN as the latest input.  
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(29) Second step: syntagmatic register spreading 

tshiuLL [Lr] -a1HM [Hr] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) NOLONG (t) SHARE (t)

a. tshiu     -a1 
      
     Lr      Hr 

 * *!   *** 

☺ b. tshiu     -a1 
      = 
      Lr     Hr 

 *  *  *** 

  
 

A pair of possible output candidates are considered in the second step, where the 

spreading of register takes place. Candidate (29a) is rejected by SHARE (r) because the 

two concatenated syllables are not linked to a register feature. In candidate (29b), the 

two syllables are different from each other in the register feature. SHARE (r) requires 

[Hr] of -a1 to spread leftward to replace [Lr] of tshiu. Candidate (29b) wins out, as the 

same register feature is shared by the two neighboring syllables, regardless of the 

violation of NOLONG (r). tshiu [Hr] -a1 [Hr] is accordingly submitted as the most 

recent input to GEN.  

 

(30) Third step: syntagmatic toneme spreading 

tshiuMM [Hr, l-l] -a1HM [Hr, h-l] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) NOLONG (t) SHARE (t) 

☺ a. MM  HM 
tshiu     -a1 

  
   l     l  h    l 

 *  *  *** 

b. MH  HM 
tshiu     -a1 

      = 
   l     l  h    l 

 *  * *! ** 

 
 
In the third step, candidate (30b) is ostracized because of the violation of 

NOLONG (t). Candidate (30a) is chosen as the most harmonic output on account of the 

satisfaction of the higher ranked NOLONG (t). No further alteration is possible. The 
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grammar of no toneme spreading has converged on tshiuMM -a1HM ultimately.  

 The other tonal variant tshiuMH -a1HM is derived from the operation of the 

terminal toneme spreading.   

 

(31) Variant B 

Derivation of tshiuMM -a1HM  →  tshiuMH -a1HM 

Third step: syntagmatic toneme spreading 

tshiuMM [Hr, l-l] -a1HM [Hr, h-l] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) SHARE (t) NOLONG (t)

 a. MM  HM 
 tshiu     -a1 

  
   l     l  h    l 

 *  * ***!  

☺ b. MH  HM 
tshiu     -a1 

      = 
   l     l  h    l 

 *  * ** * 

  
 

Over the course of deriving tshiuMH -a1HM, the first and second steps, where 

the respective paradigmatic tone sandhi and syntagmatic register spreading occur, 

resemble those in the derivation of tshiuMM -a1HM. Therefore, they are omitted here. 

The third step in (31) predicts terminal toneme spreading. Candidate (31b) is hence 

selected as the optimal output because it incurs fewer violations of SHARE (t). The 

grammar of terminal toneme spreading has eventually converged on tshiuMH -a1HM.  

 Finally, consider tshinHH -a1HM ‘scale’, in which tshin exemplifies a low level 

tone underlyingly. Its surface form is a uniformly high level tone with and without the 

spreading of the terminal toneme.  
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(32) Variant A 

Derivation of tshinLL -a1HM  →  tshinHH -a1HM 

First step: paradigmatic tone sandhi (regular tone sandhi) 

tshinLL [Lr, l-l] -a1HM [Hr, h-l] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) NOLONG (t) SHARE (t) 

  a. LL  HH 
tshin       -a1 

 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   L    L     H   H 

 
C   Lr C   Lr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l       h     h 

*! * ***   *** 

  b. LL  HM 
tshin       -a1 

 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   L    L     H   M 

 
C   Lr C   Lr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l       h     l 

 **! ***   *** 

☺ c. HM  HM 
tshin       -a1 

 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   H    M    H   M 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
h       l        h     l 

 * ***   *** 

  
 

Regular tone sandhi prompts tshinLL -a1 to become tshinHM -a1, as in candidate 

(32c), in the first step. As expected, (32c) is then submitted as the latest input for the 

second step, where syntagmatic spreading of register is initiated.  
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(33) Second step: syntagmatic register spreading 

tshinHM [Hr] -a1HM [Hr] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) NOLONG (t) SHARE (t) 

a. tshin     -a1 
      
     Hr      Hr 

 * *!   *** 

☺ b. tshin     -a1 
      = 
      Hr     Hr 

 *  *  *** 

  
 

In the second step, register spreading occurs in candidate (33b). The locally 

optimal output tshin[Hr] -a1 [Hr] is accordingly fed back to GEN and EVAL for the 

other phonological step.  

 

(34) Third step: syntagmatic toneme spreading 

tshinHM [Hr, h-l] -a1HM [Hr, h-l] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) NOLONG (t) SHARE (t) 
10 a. HM  HM 

 tshin     -a1 
  
   h    l   h    l 

 *  *  *** 

☺ b. HH  HM 
tshin     -a1 

  
   h    h  h    l 

 *  *  *** 

c. HH  HM 
 tshin     -a1 

      = 
 h    l   h   l 

 *  * *! ** 

  
 

In cophonology A, there is no toneme spreading since NOLONG (t) dominates 

SHARE (t). As a consequence, candidate (34c) is excluded by NOLONG (t). 

Interestingly, both candidate (34a) and (34b) are chosen as the optimal outputs in 

tableau (34), as both are tied on *T, NOLONG (r) and SHARE (t). Nonetheless, only 

candidate (34b) is an intended winner. Another constraint must be posited to eliminate 

                                                 
10 A predicted winner candidate is assigned with ; an intended winner is signified by ☺ instead.  
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candidate (34a). Consider the constraint HILEVEL in (35).  

 

(35) HILEVEL 

    In a tri-tonal sequence, a monomoraic M is not parsed between two H’s   

    (Chao 1968, Duanmu 2000, Chen 2000, Hsiao 2005).  

(36) HiLev 

    A monomoraic M between two H’s is not parsed (Hsiao 2005). 

 

(35) is developed from Hsiao’s (2005) Hi(gh)Lev(eling) constraint in (36), which 

has the effect of simplifying a contour tone to a high in a truncated contractum. The 

reason of high leveling is to minimize the difficulty of articulation. Chao (1968), 

Duanmu (2000) and Chen (2000) also present the similar accounts about this 

simplification. Phonetic HILEVEL in (35) therefore simplifies the tonal contrast to a 

uniform H within a tri-tonal sequence. In particular, an intervening M between two 

H’s is phonetically realized as H. The motivation behind the formulation of this 

constraint is ease of articulation. Tableau (37) below takes into consideration the 

constraint HILEVEL to exclude candidate (37a).  
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(37) Third step: syntagmatic toneme spreading 

tshinHM [Hr, h-l] -a1HM [Hr, h-l] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) HILEVEL NOLONG (t) SHARE (t) 

a. HM  HM 
 tshin     -a1 

  
  [ h    l   h ]   l 

 *  * *!  *** 

☺ b. HH11  HM 
tshin     -a1 

  
  [ h    h  h ]   l 

 *  *   *** 

c. HH  HM 
 tshin     -a1 

      = 
[ h    l   h ]  l 

 *  *  *! ** 

  
 

In the tableau (37), HILEVEL is unranked with respect to NOLONG (r) and 

NOLONG (t). The three candidates in (37) tie on *T and NOLONG (r). Candidate (37a) 

is ruled out by HILEVEL because the relevant tri-tonal sequence is not uniformly high. 

Candidate (37c), though phonetically the same as candidate (37b), is rejected by the 

higher-ranked NOLONG (t). Candidate (37b) is accordingly selected as the most 

harmonic output.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
11 That a tone is realized in adherence to HILEVEL is underlined.  
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As the HILEVEL constraint is necessarily introduced, the grammar of the pre-a1 

tonal alternation is enriched below. 

 

(38) Grammar Lattice of Pre-a1 Tone Change (revised) 

Master Ranking 

IDENT-T-R >> *T >> SHARE (r) >> NOLONG (r), HILEVEL, 

SHARE (t), NOLONG (t) 

 
 
 
 
 

Cophonology A: Cophonology B: 

No Toneme Spreading Toneme Spreading 

IDENT-T-R >> *T >>  IDENT-T-R >> *T >>  

SHARE (r) >> NOLONG (r), HILEVEL, SHARE (r) >> NOLONG (r), HILEVEL

NOLONG (t) >> SHARE (t) SHARE (t) >> NOLONG (t) 

 
 
 HILEVEL constraint is unranked with NOLONG (r) and NOLONG (t) in 

cophonology A, but with SHARE (t) in cophonology B.  

Consider another tonal alternant tshinHH -a1HM, which is derived via terminal 

toneme spreading.  
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(39) Variant B 

 Derivation of tshinLL -a1HM  →  tshinHH -a1HM 

First step: paradigmatic tone sandhi (regular tone sandhi) 

tshinLL [Lr, l-l] -a1HM [Hr, h-l] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) SHARE (t) NOLONG (t) 

  a. LL  HH 
tshin       -a1 

 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   L    L     H   H 

 
C   Lr C   Lr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l        h     h 

*! * ***  ***  

  b. LL  HM 
tshin       -a1 

 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   L    L     H   M 

 
C   Lr C   Lr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
l       l        h     l 

 **! ***  ***  

☺ c. HM  HM 
tshin       -a1 

 
   μ    μ     μ   μ  
 
   H    M    H   M 

 
C   Hr C   Hr  C  Hr C  Hr 

 
h       l       h     l 

 * ***  ***  

 
 
In tableau (39), candidate (39a) is ruled out by the undominated constraint 

IDENT-T-R, as the rightmost output tone is not identical to that in the input. Candidate 

(39b) is harmonically bounded by candidate (39c), for it violates *T more than once. 

Hence, candidate (39c) is considered locally optimal for this derivational step. 
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(40) Second step: syntagmatic register spreading 

tshinHM [Hr] -a1HM [Hr] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) SHARE (t) NOLONG (t)

a. tshin     -a1 
      
     Hr      Hr 

 * *!  ***  

☺ b. tshin     -a1 
      = 
      Hr     Hr 

 *  * ***  

 
 

In (40), both of the candidates equally violate *T at this step, and are thus passed 

on to the next constraint SHARE (r) for evaluation. Candidate (40b) performs register 

spreading and is reckoned locally optimal; therefore, it is submitted as the most recent 

input for the final step where terminal toneme spreading takes place.  

 

(41) Third step: syntagmatic toneme spreading 

tshinHM [Hr, h-l] -a1HM [Hr, h-l] IDENT-T-R *T SHARE (r) NOLONG (r) HILEVEL SHARE (t) NOLONG (t)

a. HM  HM 
 tshin     -a1 

  
   h    l   h    l 

 *  * *(!) ***(!)  

 b. HH  HM 
tshin     -a1 

  
   h    h  h    l 

 *  *  ***!  

☺ c. HH  HM 
 tshin     -a1 

      = 
 h    l   h    l 

 *  *  ** * 

  
 

In (41), candidate (41a) is rejected by either HILEVEL or SHARE (t), as signaled 

by the parenthesized exclamation point. Candidate (41b), though phonetically similar 

to candidate (41c), is ostracized by SHARE (t) on the third count. Candidate (41c) with 

the terminal toneme spreading is chosen as the most harmonic output of the candidate 

set. The grammar of syntagmatic toneme spreading has eventually converged on 
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tshinHH -a1HM.  

 

3.5 Summary 

 In brief, the pre-a1 tonal alternation in Taiwan Southern Min has three 

phonological steps in terms of the HS architecture. The first step is paradigmatic 

substitution. The subsequent step is register spreading. The final step is toneme 

spreading. Cophonological theory makes plausible the analysis of the two tonal 

variants, in particular, the re-ranking of SHARE (t) and NOLONG (t). When NOLONG (t) 

dominates SHARE (t), terminal toneme spreading is disallowed. When SHARE (t) 

outranks NOLONG (t), terminal toneme spreading is required. 




